
ROZ DIMON  
Roz Dimon has been an innovator in the fine art world of New York City for more than thirty 
years. She studied in Italy while at The Lamar Dodd School of Art [University of Georgia, Athens, 
GA], and moved to New York in the early 80s to begin working and training in digital media.  
 
Dimon was invited to teach some of the earliest pioneering courses in digital art as a visiting 
Professor at Pratt Manhattan and Associate Professor of Computer Art at Marymount 
Manhattan College in New York. She has been honored to lecture and present her work at very 
early digital art institutions including The School of Visual Arts, The International Symposium of 
Electronic Arts, and International SIGGRAPH. Eight of Dimon's artworks are in AT&T's corporate 
collection at their super-computing facility and she has been supported by such notable patrons 
as the former Walter Liedtke, Curator of 17th century art at The Metropolitan Museum.  
 
More than 20 years ago, Dimon was recognized early in digital fine art when she was invited to 
participate in such educational exhibitions as "Fotogaphica", (Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Breda, Netherlands), and "Pioneers in Computer Art" (Athenaeum Gallery, La Jolla, CA).  She also 
received a rare Manhattan Borough President’s Grant and a New York Foundation for The Arts 
S.O.S. Grant for her new media artwork. Her artwork has been exhibited in other major venues 
of new media art and written about in publications such as Leonardo, Forbes Magazine, and the 
MIT Press among others. Dimon has lectured at SIGGRAPH NYC for the critically acclaimed 
"Media Shock" conference and recently presented at the International Symposium on 9/11 & 
3/11 for Waseda University in Tokyo alongside noted writer and art historian, Gail Levin, whose 
paper on Dimon was the featured presentation.  
 
Dimon enjoys mixing fine art with corporate design and communications. Alongside winning a 
"Telly" award for her work with Estee Lauder for Clinique International, she is chairwoman of 
her own web design firm, a former Art Director for the Wall Street Journal Online, and designed 
the first New Media Arts department for Deloitte.  Dimon's most inventive works, interactive 
paintings called DIMONscapes®, evolved out of her experiences post 9/11. One of these 
interactive paintings, PALE MALE, (a spiritual journey about finding home) is in the permanent 
collection of the 9/11 Memorial Museum and can be interacted with here: http://palemale-a-
pilgrimage.com.  
 
Roz is represented by Carter Burden Gallery in New York City where she recently showed her 
digital drawings of guns. 
 
A commissioned historical DIMONscape® will launch in summer 2019 at The Shelter Island 
Historical Society and be part of their permanent collection.  
 
http://www.rozdimon.com 
@rozolution 
 


